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l. lntroduction.

There ar.e two general reasons why academics and practitioners shouİd and do ·pay
·attention to auction 'theory. First, auctions represent a visible price formation mechanism. in
consequence , the study of auctions may be of interest to the pure economics theory; which
according to Arrow ( 1969) (in McAfee and McM\illan, 1987:699), "fails to explain ·where
prices come fırın". Second, auctions play a significant role in real economy - "'the
government' s purchases from private fırings typically account for about 10% of GÖP"
(McAfee and McMlillan, 1987:700). Auction theory ; therefore. apart from explaining
existence of different _types of auction institutions can provide us with valuable practical
suggestions in choosing the most effective selling device or regarding eventual
improvemen ts in current procedures. Auction theory nowadays is characterized by a.great
variety of issues under .detailed scientific disquisition. Thus, the possibility to cover ali of
them at length ,in the course-work forınat does not seem realistic. Instead. !'il tr~ to outline
the most relevant points in the following sequence:

1)

defıning ihe benchınark model,

2) identifying changes in the benchmark model by relaxing its assumptions,
•

1

3) pres.enting soıne fıridings ofempirical literature _on auctions.
ll. Tile Benchmark model. .
in order to test and compare different forms of auctions we need some abstract
model convenient for these purposes. The benchmark model that follows was hypothesized
·
by McAfee an'd McMillan ( 1987: 707).It has fo~r basic assumptions:
Al. The biddies are risk neutral:
A2. Ti le independent-private-values assumption applies.
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A3. The bidders are symmetric:
A4. Payment is a function C!f bids alone.
This ''ideal" model possesses a iıumber of exemplar properties (ibid.: 707-714
):

1) For the benchmark model English. Dutch. First price and Second price
auctions
yield the same price on average. This fınding is also referred to as "Reven
ue-Equivalence
Theorem" . it implies that for the given model any type of auction is
the optimal selling
mechanism, provided it is supplemented by the optimally set reserve price.

2) As the nuınber of bidders approaches infınity, the price tends to· the highest
· poss ible valuation since the second-highest valuation and the highest
possible val_uation
converge.
3) For normal and uniform distributions of valuations '1n increase in the varianc
e of
valuations increases both the average revenue of the seller cltıd the. profıt
of the successful
bidder.
in the next section we'll observe that when assumptions underline the
benchmark
model are relaxed, particular auction forms ernerge as being superior.
111. Theoretical testing of the benchmark model.

lmitating McAfee and McMillan arguınentation pattern, I divided this
section into
four parts, each of which relax~s one of the benchrnark rnodels' assump
tions while holding
the rest of them constant.
1. Assuıne, fırst, that the bidders are risk-averse (i.e. A 1 is altered). Lookin
g at the
risk-averse bidder facing a fırst-price sealed-bid auction we soon realize
that his/her attitude
towards risk may change his/her behavior. If the bidder loses, s/he gets
nothing, while if
s/he wins, s/he obtains a positive profıt. By ınarginally increasing his/her
bid, s/he lowers
his/her profıt ifs/he wins, but increases the probability ofthis event. Hence,
the seller gains.
We can draw the final conclusion that with risk-averse bidders. the fırstprice ·sealed-bid
auction produces a· ıarger expected revenue than the En~lish auction .
2.Now the turn of A2 came. We allow here interactions among the differen
t bidders'
valuations. Let ıne reınind at the outset, though, that.A2 effectively implies
the presence of
the difference in tastes among bidders and. thus. the independence
of their valuations
regardless any possible interaction. in an extreme case of coınmon-value
auction, in which
tlıe bidders having only partial inforınation guess about the unique
triie value of item. The
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phenomenon draınatically named the "winner's curse" can arise. If you win the auction .
you probably either underestiınated your costs or overestiınated the real value of the item.
To avoid such a vexatious pittall. it seems wise to consider a Milgrom's ( 1989:6) advice.
He notes that in coınpetitive bidding "the mark-up to adjust for undeı•estiınation of costs
will have to be larger the larger is the number ofyour competitors and the more you respect
the accuracy ot the cost estimation'; you may, however, want to make the profıt mark-up
sınaller when there are ınore competitors. Also. the payoff to careful cost estimation in
competitive bidding is great. because it allows you to bid aggressively without great risk."
in another his aıticle. Millgrom claims. however. that "if inforınation is suffıciently
dispersed aınong the bidders, then the selling price converges to the item's true value as the
number ofbidders becoınes arbitrarily large".
in more general model where · bidders' valuations are affıliated, "English auction
yields a higher expected revenue then other auctions; the second- price sealed-bid aL.ıction a
higher expected revenue than the fırst-price sealed-bid auction which yields the saın e
revenue as the Dutch auction :• (Milligram and Weber, 1982).
3. By changing A3 we ınake ourselves believe that bidders are asymnıetric . Another
way of putting it is to assuıne that our bidders now fail ~nto several classes with different
valuation distributions. Bidders from different classes perceive themselves to be facin g
different degrees of bidding coınpetition. it was shown by McAfe(! and McMillan
(1987:713) that "the fırst-price sealed-bid auction can unlike the English auction . yield an
ineffıcient outcome". This ınay occur, for instance, due to price discrimination, i.e. favorin g
a paıticular category of bidders.
4 . The !ast assuınption to be altered is, obviously, A4. The question to be answered
here is - How royalties and incentive pavements, if permitted, affect interests of an auction
participants? McAfee and McMillan ( 1987:716-718) argued that "it is in the seller's interest
to condition the bidders' paynients on any additional available inforınation about . the
winner's valuation". The seller observes ex post soıne variable v that is an estinıate of the
winning bidder's true valuation Y. The payment p to the seller by the winning bidder is· a
linear function '. p=b+ıv where b is bid, r is royalty, which serves to transfer rents from the
successful bidder to the seller. So, we can see that if the distribution of the observed
variable v is exogenous, the seller's expected rev'enue is an increasing function of the
royalty rate. But when the moral hazard problem is taken into account, the optiıııal royalty
rate should be less than 100%.
Having tested theoreti.c ally the benchnıark model as well as having obtained
corresponding results, we are ready to compare them witlrempii·ical fındings .
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For the sake of simplicity, the evidence in this section is subdivided into two parts.
The fırst one contains fındings that confırm the theoretical results and the second - that
contradict them.
Hansen ( 1983: 156-157) has undertaken a useful analysis of revenue resu lts of open
versus sealed-bid auctions. Data used covered U.. S. Forest Service sales in 1977. "Because
ofa change in federal low. sealep-bids accounted for about a half of the several hundred
sales in that year; open auctions made up the rest"(ibid.). The general fınding was that
sealed-bid auctions yielded signifıcant ly greater revenue than open auctions. Hansen
pointed, however, that the computations were biased. After necessary corrections he
concluded that the difference was statistically insignifıcant and. thereby, RevenueEquivalence Theorem could not be rejeeted.
üne more result confırming the theory is due to Johnson
( 1979). Theory says
that in asymmetric auctions English auction yields an effıcient outcoıne (the bidder with the
highest va luation wins), whereas a sealed-bid auction may yie ld an ineffıcient ·outcome.
John son tested this proposition by noting ttiat it implies that; if resale is allowed. it should
occur only after a sealed-bid auction and not after an English auction. His empirical test
confu med the theory ..
in. spite ofa direct implication of the "Revenue-Equivalence Tli eorem'', assuring us
that ali auction institutions are optiınal and equivalent, Milligram ( 1989: 17-18) asserts the
prevalence in practice of English auction aınong the other institutions. He presents
thereafter some emp iri cal ev idence underling its popularity:

1) it generates ınore receipts on average than the Dutch auction. .

\

2) it leads to effıcient outcomes in ;ı wider range of environınents.

3) it economizes on information gathering and bids preparation costs.
But he

ıneııtions

its main disadvantages as well:

1)being open outcry auction, it require the actual presence or the bidders, which may
be expensive,
2) threat of collu~ion is the most iınminent in this type of auction.
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The last trait of auctions or, more precisely, the possible devices to prevent it
deserves a more detailed discussion. Ashenfelter ( 1989:24-26), after explanation of the
nature and some repercussions of introducing "reserve price" in auctions, dwells on a real
practice among auctioneers not to reveal reserve price preventing so called "rings". "When
the turnout of bidders is low, soıne sellers may prefer that their goods be bought in and
offered for sale ata later date rathe'r than risk a collusive ring bidding to depress the item 's
1
price". Auctioneer may also engage in other practices that weaken rings. e.g not reveal the
identity of the purchaser creating incentives to bid privately in opposition to the interests of
the ring. Robinson ( 1980) (in Hansen 1985: 158) shown that "a sealed-bid auction with
reserve price is a seller's best defence against cartels."
Another prediction is that competition matters: the winning; bid increases as the
of bidders increases. Gaver and Zimmermann (1977), however, found that the price
fell as the number of bidders increased. Practice does not seem to be in accord with the
theoretical result that it is in a seller's interest to announce a reserve price as it was
illustrated above by Ashenfelter. Existence of winner's curse does not consistent with the
pure auction theory as well: wining bidders . earn on average less than the market rate of
return .
n~mber

V. Conclusion.
After a perfunctory observation of the contradictory evidence, one may in fer that the
benchmark model as well as Revenue-Equ ivalence Theorem fai ls to explain the' "realworld" auction's "behavior" and, hence, should be dismissed. But one must be aware ofa
fact, however, that virtually ali purely theoretical ınodels are "false" in a sense that they fail
to be in accord with ali superfıcial events found in the every-day life. Such a situation . is
primarily due to a set of liniting assumptions, accepted to make a theory work, which can
hardly be found in the same exact combination in reality. And the auction theory is not an
excep'tion here. Consequently , while trying to apply theoretical results to get answers to
some practical questions, one should make sure the conditions assumed in theoretical model
hold in a given situation and make necessary corrections.
'

My final conclusion is the following. Despite the widespread use of auction
techniques in private as well as public sectors of economies, stili scanty evidence is
available for empirical research in the fıeld. whereas theoretical results appear to be robust
enough to form a solid around for decision-mak ing process in practical settings.
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